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Economical and dependable heat
WOOD The high efficiency,
Over the years, oil has proven to be a highly consistent economical fuel for home heating.

GAS

OIL

low maintenance and dependability of oil stoves give it a great advantage over solid fuels. Moreover, many rural
based homes are equipped to store sufficient oil for the winter months in a maintenance-free tank, making it a
perfect solution for those who need the security of reliable heating during the winter.
Completely safe, silent and easy to use, Nestor Martin oil stoves offer you the comfort of a consistent
heat output, even during an electrical failure.
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Nestor Martin oil stoves are equipped with a high-efficiency
stainless steel vaporizing burner to ensure clean, thorough
combustion. The burner is fed a monitored flow of oil
into the bottom of its cylindrical body, where the oil is heated
and becomes vaporized. As the vapor rises, it draws into the
burner the air necessary for combustion through critically
positioned and sized inlets.
The flame is stabilized and the combustion process
maintained at the right temperature by the catalyzer.
The heat output if the burner is controlled
by a carburetor, which is manually controlled, giving
you total control of the flame height at all times.
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OUTSTANDING FEATURES
Coal Effect

Electric ignition

Easy installation

Nestor Martin oil stoves can be
With an electric starter, lighting an oil
Simulated coal which give a realistic
connected conveniently to a new or
impression of a coal ﬁre burning
stove has never been so easy. Should
within the stove can ﬁtted as an
existing oil tank. The burner is gravity
the electrical supply to your house
optional extra.
fed, so no pumps are required.
ever fail, starting the stove manually
Coals are positioned on a matrix
remains a simple operation.
tested to conﬁrm they allow the
Low maintenance
Accessible controls
burner to maintain its combustion
efﬁciency whilst giving the most
After a proper installation, Nestor
High-mounted manual controls allow
realistic impression of a coal ﬁre.
Martin oil stoves require very little
This matrix system has enabled the
maintenance. Servicing the stove
heat output without bending over
development of easily positioned
rarely involves more than cleaning
or reaching behind the stove. The
coal effects with speciﬁc design
the unit and an inspection to ensure
Nestor Martin stoves also offer easy
features to suit all stoves.
that all parts are working properly.
access to the de-coking device and
burner.

Environmentally friendly

Held to the strictest environmental
standards, our oil stoves are designed
to be non-pollutant, quiet and odourfree.
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HARMONY 11 (5kw)
Classically Inspired the Harmony 11 is the smallest stove in the Harmony range and modestly brings the
permanence of cast iron and the elegance of the larger stoves into the smallest of rooms. With its heat
outputs ranging from one to five kilowatts, this little stove is capable of providing gentle background heat
or transforming the coldest of rooms to temperatures of a tropical splendour at the turn of a button. It
has electric push button ignition making the lighting almost effortless, and should the power fail can be lit
manually and run without any electrical supply. The stoves have a cast iron plinth in matching finish adding
to the picture of understated sophistication.
The Harmony 11 is available in Painted Matt Black, Satin Black, Beige and Majolica Brown finish.
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MODEL

Harmony 11

Max. heat output to room

3.5kw - 5kw

Min. heat output

1kw - 1.5kw

Burner size
Flue size
Consumption min.

0.13L/hr

Flue draft requirements min.
Weight

375

80.1%

101 ID

450

0.065’’ WG
101
ID

0.035’’ WG
98kg

Decorative plinth included

405

Optional coal effect fire
Heating Capacity Guide Poor insulation

35m3

Heating Capacity Guide Average insulation

52m3

Heating Capacity Guide Good insulation

87m3
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101mm/4’’
0.46L/hr

Flue draft requirements max.

20

6’’

Consumption max.
Efficiency

Colour Options

565

20
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STANFORD 21 (6kw)
The S21 is a fresh, modern take on the traditional cast-iron stove. Its rounded graceful lines outline
the robust castings which subtly hide the technical advances concealed within. Its electric push button
ignition makes it easy to light and the control button allows you to adjust the heat output to suit your
requirements. Its sleek styling will make it am admired feature in your home, even when it is not lit.
The Stanford 21 is available in painted Matt Black finish and a decorative plinth as standard.
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MODEL
Max. heat output to room
Min. heat output
Burner size
Flue size

Stanford 21
3.5kw - 6kw
6’’
101mm/4’’
0.63L/hr

Consumption min.

0.15L/hr

420

660

270

80.1%

Flue draft requirements max.

0.065’’ WG

Flue draft requirements min.

0.035’’ WG

Weight

22

1.2kw - 1.5kw

Consumption max.
Efficiency

Colour

101 ID

105kg

101
ID

Decorative plinth included
Heating Capacity Guide Poor insulation

50m3

Heating Capacity Guide Average insulation

75m3

Heating Capacity Guide Good insulation
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125m3

561

Optional coal effect fire
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HARMONY 1 (9kw)
The Harmony 1 has the capacity to produce a total of 9kw of heat and is therefore capable of heating
much more than a single room and yet can sit discreetly on the hearth of a standard fireplace. Two
boiler options are offered with this stove; the smaller option suitable for heating the domestic hot
water and the larger one capable of heating 2-3 standard radiators. The wide glass panelled door
offers you a generous view of the fire while its sumptuous finish brings an assured opulence to any
hearth setting.
The Harmony 1 is available in the painted Matt Black finish.
460
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MODEL

Harmony I

Max. heat output to room
Min. heat output
Burner size
Flue size

2.2kw - 9kw
8’’
125mm/5’’
1.05L/hr

Consumption min.

0.33L/hr
0.085’’ WG

Flue draft requirements min.

0.035’’ WG

Boiler options available

EFEL

81.2%

Flue draft requirements max.
Weight

670

2.5kw

Consumption max.
Efficiency

Colour

170

350
155

1" MALE
BOILER
TAPPINGS

125
ID

122kg

125
OD

3kw or 6kw

Optional coal effect fire
Heating Capacity Guide Poor insulation (non boiler)

70m3

Heating Capacity Guide Average insulation (non boiler)

105m3

Heating Capacity Guide Good insulation (non boiler)

175m
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Cast Iron Stoves

www.nestormartinstoves.com

Distributed in Ireland by:

Kinvara Co. Galway
sales@eireheat.com
Open Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm
All the information given is correct at time of printing. All pictures are used for illustration purposes only. The manufacturers reserve the right to change measurements at any time.

- Your Local Nestor Martin Dealer -
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